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Abstract
The combination of refactoring and design patterns has established revo-

lution approach in software re-engineering. However, it raises the problem of
inconsistency between original model and its evolution. This paper proposes
an approach to dealing with those aspects, especially preserving behavior of the
system. To this aim, we employ Unified Modeling Language to modeling sys-
tem, and Object Constraint Language to represent the system requirement. In
additional, we construct a set of consistent rule which uses to checking whether
system can preserve its behavior or not. Furthermore, we illustrate the check-
ing approach in a case study of Adaptive Road Traffic Control System.

Introduction

In software engineering, software evolution is the process of develop-
ing software initially, then repeatedly updating it. Techniques used in
this process are commonly re-engineering and/or refactoring of soft-
ware code or models.

Refactoring is a powerful technique, it is used to improve the quality
of the software by changing the internal structure of software without
altering its external behavioral properties, but it needs to be performed
carefully. The main danger is that errors can inadvertently be intro-
duced, especially when refactoring is done manually.

A design pattern [1] is a general reusable solution to a commonly
occurring problem within a given context in software design.

Any evolution software system should be optimized by discovering
opportunities to use design patterns to improve its source code or de-
sign model.

However, a big problem with design patterns in refactoring process
is that we can not assure the consistency between the existing design
model and its evolution.

Main Objectives

1. Constructing a set of consistent rules.

2. Checking static and dynamic behavioral consistency between initial
model and it evolution.

Approach to checking consistency

Framework Overview

There are three constituent processes which have been identified in
the framework overview, indicates in Fig. 2, mainly (1) modeling, (2)
refactoring, and (3) checking consistency process.
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Figure 1: The framework of checking consistency

Formal representation of a UML model
• Clarify some concepts: Invariant, Precondition, Postcondition.
• Define new concepts: Scenario precondition, Scenario postcondi-

tion.
• Formalize these concepts: Model, Class, Abstract operation precon-

dition, Abstract operation postcondition, Scenario, Scenario opera-
tion, Scenario precondition, Scenario postcondition, Refactor.

• Propose a set of consistent rule: Static preservation, Total dynamic
consistency, Partial dynamic consistency, Model inconsistency.

Results
Applying the approach on a case study: Adaptive Road Traffic Control
(ARTC) System which use to optimize the traffic congestion in towns
and cities. The model before and after refactoring as follows:

Detector

-detectorID: String

-location: String

-roadID: Integer

-vehicleCount: String

-crossTime: Time

-vehicleSpeed: Integer

+active()

+deactive()

+sendTrafficFlow()

+detectVehicle()

TrafficController

-controllerID: String

-location: String

-speedLimit: Integer

-roadID: String

+getTrafficFlow()

+analyzeTraffic()

+setSignal()

+setTime()

Road

-roadID: String

-roadName: String

-roadLocation: String

-trafficFlow: Object

+setRoadDetail()

+getRoadDetail()

Optimizer

-amberTime: Integer

-greenTime: Integer

-state: STATE

-signal: SIGNAL

-duration: Integer

-cycleTime: Integer

+analyzeSignal()

+analyzeTimeLimit()

+analyzeAdjacent()

Figure 2: Initial class diagram of ARTC system
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+active()

+deactive()

+sendTrafficFlow()
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TrafficController

-controllerID: String

-location: String

-speedLimit: Integer

-roadID: String

+getTrafficFlow()

+analyzeTraffic()

+setSignal()

+setTime()

Road

-roadID: String

-roadName: String

-roadLocation: String

-trafficFlow: Object

+setRoadDetail()

+getRoadDetail()

OptimizerStrategy

-amberTime: Integer

#greenTime: Integer

#state: STATE

#signal: SIGNAL

#duration: Integer

#cycleTime: Integer

+optimizeTraffic()

SignalOptimizeStrategy      

+optimizeTraffic()

AdjacentOptimizeStrategy

+optimizeTraffic()

TimeLimitOptimizeStrategy

+optimizeTraffic()

Figure 3: Class diagram of ARTC system after applying Strategy pattern

From the values of preconditions and postconditions, we conclude
that the scenario is strongly preserved all the attributes of the model.

Conclusions

• We have proposed an approach to checking the consistency in refac-
toring process which is performed by design patterns in software
models.

• We have also proposed consistent rules to verify if the specification
of the initial model is consistency with the new one (after applied
design patterns) in evolution software process.

• To demonstrate the approach, we have constructed a model of an
ARTC system in UML. In the case study, we just illustrated only the
consistency verification when applying Strategy pattern in the only
a pair of scenario, respectively in the both models, others scenarios
may be done in a similar way for the more complex system. The
last result of checking consistency external behaviors between mod-
els depends on the conjunction of all the checking result in every
pair of scenario in these models. If just only exist a proven incon-
sistent, as the sequence, the checking consistency is considered to
inconsistency.

• As illustrated in the case study, we can see that the formaliza-
tion process and the process of verifying the consistency are time-
consuming and error-prone if we check by manually.

Forthcoming Research
• For the future works, we will adopt tools to help formalize and verify

automatically the model evolution process.
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